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Thursday 28 July, 12:25 pm – 14:50 pm 

Atomic Clocks 

Thu-001 Elimination of Dick noise utilizing two cold-atom ensembles ..355 

Thu-002 Inner-shell magnetic dipole transition in Tm atom for optical lattice 
clock ..356 

Thu-003 Development of cryogenic Sr optical lattice clocks and their applications ..357 

Thu-004 Generation of a time scale steered by an optical clock ..358 

Thu-005 Manipulating cold 171Yb atoms in optical lattice clocks ..359 

Thu-006 Strontium single-ion optical clock at NRC ..360 

Thu-007 Narrow-line laser cooling of cadmium towards a portable optical lattice 
clock ..361 

Thu-008 A search for the low-energy 229Th nuclear isomeric transition using 
nuclear resonant scattering ..362 

Thu-009 Optical frequency ratio between a stationary Yb lattice clock and a 
transportable Sr lattice clock ..363 

Thu-010 Absolute Frequency Measurement of the 1S0 → 3P0 Transition in an 
171Yb based Optical Lattice Clock ..364 

Thu-011 Single-ion spectroscopy of two quadrupole transitions in ytterbium ions 
towards search for temporal variation of the fine structure constant ..365 

Thu-012 Towards neutral mercury lattice clock in SIOM ..366 

Thu-013 Improved limits on variations of the fine structure constant from the 
frequency ratio of a 171Yb+ single ion clock and a 87Sr lattice clock ..367 

Thu-014 Investigating lattice-light induced frequency shifts in an ytterbium 
optical lattice clock ..368 

Thu-015 Towards an optical characterization of the Th-229 nuclear isomer ..369 

Thu-016 Spin Squeezed 171Yb Atomic Clock beyond the Standard Quantum 
Limit ..370 

Thu-017 New generation of a mobile primary frequency standard based on cold 
atoms ..371 

Thu-018 Progress towards a Brazilian cesium atomic fountain second generation ..372 

Thu-019 Frequency ratio of a mercury optical lattice clock with  optical and 
microwave frequency standards ..373 

Quantum Simulation 

Thu-020 Thermalization dynamics in a quenched many-body state ..374 

Thu-021 Parity symmetry breaking and hysteresis with BECs with tunable 
interactions in a double-well potential ..375 

Thu-022 Realization of Two-Dimensional Spin-orbit Coupling for Bose-Einstein 
Condensates ..376 

Thu-023 Atomic quantum simulation of a three-dimensional U(1) gauge-Higgs
model ..377

Thu-024 Critical thermalization in a disordered dipolar spin system ..378

Thu-025 Extended Bose-Hubbard model and atomic quantum simulation of
(1+1)D U(1) gauge-Higgs model ..379

Thu-026 Spin and Charge Resolved Quantum Gas Microscopy of
Antiferromagnetic Order in Hubbard Chains ..380

Thu-027 Exciton-Polariton Quantum Simulators ..381

Thu-028 Disordered cold atoms in 2D ..382

Thu-029 Imaging fluorescence from individual fermions in an optical lattice ..383

Thu-030 Spin-Orbit Coupling and Spin Textures in Optical Superlattices ..384

Thu-031 Inter-sublattice dynamics of ultracold atoms in an optical Lieb lattice ..385

Thu-032 Experimental realization of a Bose-Hubbard model with cavity-mediated 
long-range interactions ..386

Thu-033 Realization of Two-dimensional Quantum Walks of Neutral Atoms ..387

Thu-034 Quantum annealing for the number-partitioning problem using a tunable
spin glass of ions ..388

Thu-035 Quantum gas microscopy of the interacting Harper-Hofstadter system ..389

Thu-036 Evidence of orbital Feshbach resonances and chiral edge states in
ytterbium Fermi gases ..390

Thu-037 Verification of quantum non-equilibrium work relation in the presence
of decoherence ..391

Thu-038 Quantum gas microscope for ytterbium atoms with deep potential in the
excited state ..392

Thu-039 Spin Hamiltonian, synthetic field, and potential spin squeezing in a
strontium optical lattice clock ..393

Thu-040 Quantum implementation of unitary coupled cluster ansatz with 
minimal-basis ..394

Thu-041 Site-resolved imaging of Fermionic quantum many-body systems ..395

Thu-042 Observation of Four-body Ring-exchange Interactions and Anyonic
Fractional Statistics in Optical Lattices ..396

Thu-043 Can theoretical techniques from cold atoms shed light on quantum
biology? ..397

Quantum Optics & Cavity QED

Thu-044 Cooperative single-photon subradiant states ..398

Thu-045 Observation of polarization rotation spectra for the D2 lines of 85Rb and 
87Rb atoms ..399
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Thu-046 Large Cross-Phase Modulations at the Few-Photon Level ..400 

Thu-047 Spin-Orbit coupling induced Back-action Cooling in Cavity- ..401 

Thu-048 Real-space imaging of a topological edge state with ultracold atoms in an 
amplitude-chirped optical lattice ..402 

Thu-049 Reconstruction of the Jaynes-Cummings field state of ionic motion in a 
harmonic trap ..403 

Thu-050 Combining 1D Nanoscale Waveguides and Cold Atoms ..404 

Thu-051 Nanophotonic Cavity QED with Trapped Neutral Atoms ..405 

Thu-052 Polarization dependence and discrimination of coherence effect in V-type 
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Thu-060 SiV Centres in Microcavities –  An Efficient Single Photon Source at 
Room Temperature ..414 

Thu-061 Temporal pure single photons heralded from entangled biphotons 
generated from cold atomic ensembles ..415 

Thu-062 Laser-cooled cesium atoms loaded into a hollow-core photonic-crystal 
fiber with a magic-wavelength optical dipole trap ..416 

Thu-063 Generation of a squeezed state and a Schrödinger-cat-like state in a cavity 
by injecting opposite-phase atomic dipoles ..417 

Thu-064 Experimental study of a coherently pumped cavity-QED microlaser ..418 

Thu-065 Investigation of the enhanced spontaneous emission near an exceptional 
point in an asymmetric microcavity laser ..419 

Thu-066 Experimental generation of quadruple quantum correlated beams from hot 
rubidium vapor by cascaded four-wave mixing using spatial multiplexing ..420

Thu-067 Quantum dynamics of a two-state system induced by a chirped zero-area 
pulse. ..421 

Thu-068 Shortcuts to adiabatic passage for population transfer in quantum  three-
level system ..422 

Thu-069 Quantum-optical switching and entanglement of solid-state qubits in an 
integrated nanophotonic system ..423 

Thu-070 Quantum engineering of silicon vacancy centers using diamond 
cantilevers ..424 

Thu-071 Defect-induced revival of phonon lasing ..425

Thu-072 Optimal shortcut to adiabatic state transfer in Landau-Zener-type systems ..426

Thu-073 Generation of narrowband entangled photon pairs from cold atoms by 
helicity conservation ..427

Thu-074 An ion-photon interface for quantum networks and optomechanics ..428

Thu-075 Shaping a single photon without interacting with it ..429

Thu-076 Realization of phonon arithmetic in a quantum system ..430

Thu-077 Quantum correlations in the measurement and control of a solid-state
mechanical oscillator ..431

Thu-078 Phase shifting a weak coherent beam by single 174Yb+ ion ..432

Thu-079 Quantum Fisher information as a signature of the superradiant quantum
phase transition ..433

Thu-080 Radio-frequency dressed detection of atomic clock states ..434

Thu-081 Transfer of photon bunching via the four-wave mixing process in Rb 
vapor ..435

Thu-082 Trapping caesium near an optical nanofibre ..436

Thu-083 Selective excitation of V-type quantum system by controlled rapid 
adiabatic passage ..437

Thu-084 Atom-atom interactions in an 'Alligator' photonic crystal waveguide ..438

Thu-085 Three-photon correlation of the cavity-QED microlaser ..439

Thu-086 Light Spin and Quantum Walks Implied by Rotating Cylindrical Waves
with E-Field Parallel to H-Field ..440

Thu-087 Heralded single-photon superradiance from a Doppler-broadened ladder-
type atomic ensemble ..441

Thu-088 Nondestructive reconstruction of photon number in an optical cavity using 
trapped ions ..442

Thu-089 Proposal for spin-nematic squeezing via cavity-assisted Raman transitions ..443

Thu-090 Spin Squeezing in a Spinor Bose-Einstein Condensate ..444

Thu-091 High-efficiency wavelength conversion based on coherent optical memory ..445

Thu-092 Detection of Bell correlations in a spin-squeezed Bose-Einstein
condensate ..446

Quantum Information

Thu-093 Experimental measurement of correlation functions in a trapped ion ..447

Thu-094 Coherent-state discrimination with non-destructive measurements ..448
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Thu-115 Cooling and Coherent Manipulation of Small Coulomb Crystals in a 
Penning Trap ..469 

Thu-116 Quantum information processing with mixed-species ion crystals ..470 
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Thu-118 Nonlinear interactions between normal modes of motion of trapped ions ..472 
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Thu-120 Towards portable ion traps for highly sensitive magnetometer ..474

Thu-121 Frequency measurement of the 1S0-->3P1 transition of Al+ via quantum
logic spectroscopy with Ca+ ..475

Thu-122 Towards high precision spectroscopy of sympathetically cooled H2+ ..476
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splitter ..477
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Thu-125 Single Trapped Ca-Ion as a Wave-Front Sensor ..479

Thu-126 Microfabrication of Ion-Trap Chips with Metal-Coated Dielectric Pillars
to Reduce Heating of the Trapped Ions ..480

Thu-127 Quantum-state control of ions in surface-electrode ion-trap systems ..481

Thu-128 Long coherence time of single quantum bit in a hybrid ion trap ..482
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Thu-130 Geometric quantum computation with a tripod system of Strontium ..484
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